We revisit the generalized central limit theorem (CLT) for the Fréchet mean on hyperspheres. It has been found by Eltzner and Huckemann (2019) that for some probability measures, the sample mean fluctuates around the population mean asymptotically at a scale n −α with exponents α < 1/2 with a non-normal distribution. This is at first glance in analogy to the situation on a circle. In this article we show that the phenomenon on hyperspheres of higher dimension is qualitatively different, as it does not rely on topological, but geometrical properties on the space. This also leads to the expectation that probability measures for which the asymptotic rate of the mean is slower than α = 1/2 are possible more generally in positively curved spaces.
Introduction
The central limit theorem is a cornerstone of frequentist statistics. Building on this fundamental theorem for real random variables, asymptotic theory has been developed to encompass random variables in a wide variety of data spaces including vector spaces (presented in many textbooks, e.g. Mardia et al. (1979) ), even infinite dimensional spaces like manifolds, e.g. Patrangenaru (2003, 2005) ; Bhattacharya and Bhattacharya (2012) , and stratified spaces, e.g. Barden et al. (2013) ; Hotz et al. (2013) . While the standard central limit theorem features a normal limiting distribution and an asymptotic rate of n −1/2 , cases with other limiting distributions and other convergence behavior have been studied.
Asymptotic theory is central to mathematical statistics, especially as it is underpinning the theory of asymptotic statistical tests. Many widely used approximations for the quantiles of test statistics are derived from asymptotic considerations. In this sense, asymptotic theory is not only of mathematical interest but also has immediate practical importance. A second important application of asymptotic theory is the theoretical foundation of bootstrap methods. These have tremendously increased in importance with the advent of powerful computers for two reasons. Firstly, computers enable quick resampling and thus essentially make bootstrapping possible. Secondly, the possibility of quick numerical optimization makes the usage of more complex data types and estimators possible, which cannot always be determined in closed form. As a result, the bootstrap is often the only way to achieve estimators e.g. for the covariance of a complex estimator or for standard t-like test statistics based thereon.
The last two decades have especially seen the development of asymptotic theory for m-estimators on non-Euclidean data spaces Patrangenaru (2003, 2005) ; Bhattacharya and Bhattacharya (2008) ; Huckemann (2011b,a) ; Bhattacharya and Bhattacharya (2012) . In this setting, mestimators have often been called "generalized Fréchet means" in reference to the formulation of the mean in Euclidean space and general metric spaces as an m-estimator by Fréchet.
The development has been based on the description of the mean as an m-estimator by Fréchet. This has lead to the discovery of phenomena like "stickiness" of mean estimators on stratified spaces Hotz et al. (2013) ; Barden et al. (2013 Barden et al. ( , 2018 , where convergence to the population mean exceeds every asymptotic rate and the population mean will exactly reach the population mean almost surely. Another striking phenomenon concerning mean estimators on positively curved spaces was dubbed "smeariness" Hotz and Huckemann (2015) . Here, the asymptotic rate is lower than √ n. The latter phenomenon has been firmly rooted in asymptotic theory by the author and collaborators using empirical process theory, see Eltzner and Huckemann (2019) .
In the present Article we will approach some of the problems laid out above. In a brief introductory section, we introduce the necessary terminology and theory and thoroughly reviewing the existing literature and especially the authors contribution to it. We then go on to identify two different forms of smeariness, namely topological and geometrical smeariness. We give an example of geometrical smeariness and explain its significance.
Fréchet Means and M-Estimators
This section does not contain new results. We recall some of the very specialized tools and terminology which are necessary to state our results. Furthermore, we will very briefly recall previous results on smeariness.
Basic Notions
First, we introduce some basic notions, which will be used throughout the text. None of this is original and all the objects defined here are widely known in the field. This section only serves to fix notation. In all of the following let Q be a topological space called the data space and P a topological space with continuous metric function d called the parameter space. Ω is a probability space as usual. Let ρ : P × Q → R a continuous function, X : Ω → Q a Q-valued random variable.
Definition 2.1. For given ρ and X we define the population and sample Fréchet functions F and F n , the population and sample Fréchet variances V and V n and the set of population and sample descriptors E and E n as follows
If E and E n are non-empty, the elements of E n are called m-estimators. The argument ω will be suppressed in the following unless it is important for understanding the text.
Notation 2.2.
(i) Denote "almost surely for ω ∈ Ω" as ∀ 0 ω ∈ Ω.
(ii) For a point p ∈ P and ε > 0 let
Consider a Riemannian manifold P as parameter space. In this case, which will be treated extensively in this article, we will usually transition to a euclidean parameter space P ⊂ T p0 P in the tangent space of some point p 0 ∈ P using the exponential map.
Definition 2.3 (Local Manifold Parameter Space). Assume that there is a neighborhood U of p 0 ∈ P that is an m-dimensional Riemannian manifold, m ∈ N, such that with a neighborhood P ⊂ T p0 P of the origin in T p0 P ∼ = R m the exponential map exp µ : P → U , exp p0 (0) = p 0 , is a diffeomorphism, and we set for p = exp p0 (x), p = exp p0 (x ) ∈ U and q ∈ Q,
In the following, we will only consider population minimizers p 0 ∈ E as reference points for such local linear parameter spaces.
Remark 2.4. The construction in Definition 2.3 implies a reduction of the parameter space, since exp p0 (P ) ⊂ P is usually a true subset, often of finite volume. Whenever we use this construction, we therefore need to make sure that a restriction of the parameter space to a neighborhood of a certain parameter p 0 is compatible with the argument we would like to make. We will make use of strong consistency results, i.e. laws of large numbers, to this end.
where d Q is a metric on Q, then a Fréchet (L 2 ) mean µ for a random variable X is any element of E. In all of the following, whenever Q is a Riemannian manifold, d Q will be the geodesic distance with respect to the metric tensor of Q.
Asymptotic Theory
The asymptotic theory for smeariness requires advanced tools from empirical process theory. The formulation of asymptotic theory in terms of empirical process theory also leads to some simplification in the statement of the necessary assumptions on the space P , the function ρ and the probability measure attached to the random variable X. For these reasons, we will briefly present some basic notions and tools from empirical process theory which we use.
In all of the following let F denote some class of functions from the data space Q to R. The most important notion for the following is the notion of the bracketing entropy of a function class. C Definition 2.6. For a random variable X let P : F → R denote the corresponding probability measure, understood as Pf := E[f (X)]. For a random sample of n i.i.d. copies of X, let P n : Ω × F → R denote the empirical probability measure, understood as P n (ω)f := 1 n n j=1 f (X j (ω)). Then the empirical process is defined as
The argument ω ∈ Ω is suppressed in the following.
Definition 2.7. For a class of functions F from Q to R, a norm · on F and a size ε, assume two functions f 1 , f 2 ∈ F such that f 1 − f 2 < ε and call
is defined as the minimal number of ε brackets needed such that their union is F.
The bracketing number for a function class is difficult to determine. However, there is a similar concept for general metric spaces, namely the covering entropy, which is usually much simpler to determine.
Definition 2.8. For a totally bounded metric space (P, d) and a size ε the covering number N (ε, P, d) is defined as the minimal number of ε balls needed to cover P . Definition 2.9. Define the bracketing entropy (and covering entropy analogously) as
Theorem 2.10 (van der Vaart and Wellner (1996) Theorem 2.7.11). Consider a function class F := {f p , p ∈ P } indexed by a topological space P which is endowed with a metric d. Suppose that for any p, p ∈ P , the Lipschitz condition
uniformly for x ∈ Q and some functionḟ . Then the following relation holds for the bracketing and covering numbers
Corollary 2.11. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.10 and for any η
Theorem 2.12 (van der Vaart and Wellner (1996) Theorem 2.14.2). Consider a function class F := {f p , p ∈ P } indexed by a topological space P which is endowed with a metric d. Suppose that for any p, p ∈ P , the Lipschitz condition
uniformly for x ∈ Q and some functionḟ . Suppose furthermore that
For a fixed p 0 ∈ P define the function class F := {f p − f p0 , p ∈ P }, which has the envelope function diam d (P )ḟ . Then the following bound holds for the empirical process
Remark 2.13. The notation E * denotes outer expectations following van der Vaart and Wellner (1996); van der Vaart (2000) . However, if the parameter space P is finite dimensional, any function space parametrized by P is finite dimensional, so E * can be read as an ordinary expectation.
Smeariness
Smeariness was first described for the Fréchet mean on the circle by Hotz and Huckemann (2015) . While for other estimators a slower rate of convergence to the population mean than n 1/2 had been well known, the appearance of such a rate for the Fréchet mean in finite dimension was surprising. We will here define the concept of smeariness in a rather general way for m-estimators.
Definition 2.14. Consider an m-estimation with Q and P being manifolds with a unique population minimizer µ, such that E = {µ} and consider any measurable selection ( µ n ∈ E n ) n . Then the estimator has a lower asymptotic rate, if there is a 0 < τ < 1/2 such that
Here, log denotes the inverse map of the geometrical exponential map, thus mapping the point µ n ∈ P into the tangent space T µ P . The length of the resulting vector is the same as the geodesic distance between µ and µ n .
However, one may consider this definition too broad for the term "smeariness" as it summarizes all cases of slower asymptotic rates, even ones that were known well before the term "smeariness" was coined. To make our definition more specific, we revisit a crucial lemma for the proof of the CLT. In the following, we will work with a manifold parameter space an we will use the exponential coordinate construction from Definition 2.3 around the unique population mean µ to simplify the treatment. As noted above, this means that we assume an asymptotic consistency result to hold. 
Then, any a random sequence B δ (0) y n P → 0 that satisfies F n (y n ) ≤ F n (0) exhibits an asymptotic rate of convergence n 1/(2α−2β) y n = O P (1).
In any proof of an asymptotic result relying on Lemma 2.15, there are thus two possible causes for a slower rate of convergence. The first is a higher order α > 2 of the first non-vanishing term in the power series expansion of the Fréchet function around µ. The second is a lower order β < 1 of the empirical process when approaching µ. Smeariness in the stricter sense is only concerned with the former case. We will therefore introduce a more restrictive definition of smeariness, which specifies properties of the Fréchet function near µ.
Definition 2.16. Consider an m-estimation with Q and P being manifolds with a unique population minimizer µ, such that E = {µ} and consider any measurable selection ( µ n ∈ E n ) n . Furthermore, we require that there is a ζ > 0 such that ∀x ∈ ∂B ζ (0) : F (x) > F (0). Then the estimator is smeary, if one of the following hold (i) With 2 ≤ r ∈ R, a rotation matrix R ∈ SO(m) and T 1 , . . . , T m = 0 assume that the Fréchet function admits the power series expansion
(ii) There is an η > 0 such that ∀x ∈ B η (0) :
Remark 2.17. The latter condition for smeariness has so far only been discussed for the Fréchet mean on the circle.
In this article we will distinguish two different classes of smeary estimators with different properties. The first smeary estimator, which has been described by Hotz and Huckemann (2015) , is the Fréchet mean on the circle. The results in that article covered the cases (i) for r ∈ N and (ii) of Definition 2.16 on the circle. In all of these cases, a critical density at the cut locus of the mean plays a crucial role.
Definition 2.18. Consider a point in a Riemannian manifold p ∈ M. The cut locus Cut(p) of p is the closure of the set of all points q ∈ M such that there is more than one shortest geodesic from p to q.
Remark 2.19. For the circle and spheres of arbitrary dimension, the cut locus of a point p is simply its antipodal point p. However, for the torus S 1 × S 1 the cut locus of a point (p 1 , p 2 ) is the union of the two circles corresponding to p 1 and p 2 and intersecting at the antipode (p 1 , p 2 ). More generally, the cut locus of a torus of dimension m always has dimension m − 1.
For smeary asymptotics to occur at the Fréchet mean µ on the circle, the probability density at the antipode of the mean µ must be exactly the inverse of the circumference of the circle, i.e. 1 2π on a standard S 1 . The cases (i)-(iii) in Definition 2.16 are determined by the rate with which the probability density approaches 1 2π from below when approaching µ, as elaborated in Hotz and Huckemann (2015) ; Hundrieser et al. (2019) . In the flat torus, this critical density must be realized for all marginals.
The second class of smeary estimators as described by Eltzner and Huckemann (2019) are Fréchet means on hyperspheres of arbitrary dimension. While the probability measures discussed by Eltzner and Huckemann (2019) all feature a non-vanishing density at the antipode of the mean, the question whether smeariness depends on a critical density at the antipode in this case was left open. In the present article, we will show that no critical density exists and in fact smeariness can even occur, if there is no probability mass in a neighborhood of finite size around the antipode of the mean.
Two Types of Smeariness
As discussed above, it has been shown for the circle and the flat torus that a certain critical probability density must be attained at the cut locus of the mean for smeariness to occur. No equivalent result exists for spheres of higher dimension, where smeary probability measures have been found. It is not clear, whether the probability density which these measures exhibit at the cut locus of the mean bear any significance or if they are arbitrary. In this section, we will show that for spheres of higher dimension than one, smeary measures exist which have vanishing probability density within a neighborhood of the cut locus of the mean. This illustrates that smeariness on spheres is profoundly different from smeariness on circles or tori.
Smeariness on Hyperspheres
In this section, we will present a probability measure on hyperspheres of dimension m ≥ 5 which exhibits smeariness despite the fact that a neighborhood of the cut locus of the mean does not contain any probability mass. To provide motivation and lay some computational ground work for this model, we will first consider the simpler model already discussed in Eltzner and Huckemann (2019) . We will this replicate some of the calculations already carried out there and add some observations which we will need for our more sophisticated model.
A Simpler Model
Consider a random variable X distributed on the m-dimensional unit sphere S m (m ≥ 2) that is uniformly distributed on the lower half sphere L m = {q ∈ S m : q 2 ≤ 0} with total mass 0 < α < 1 and assuming the north pole µ = (0, 1, 0, . . . , 0)
T with probability 1 − α. Then we have the Fréchet function
involving the squared spherical distance ρ(p, q) = arccos p, q 2 based on the standard inner product ·, · of R m+1 . Every minimizer p * ∈ S m of F is called an intrinsic Fréchet population mean of X. Define the volume V m of S m and the parameter γ m used below
Moreover, we have the exponential chart centered at µ ∈ S m with inverse
where e 1 , . . . , e m+1 are the standard unit column vectors in R m+1 . Note that exp −1 µ has continuous derivatives of any order in U = S m \ {−µ} and recall that e 2 = µ. In this model, we can simplify calculations considerably by choosing polar coordinates θ 1 , . . . , θ m−1 ∈ [−π/2, π/2] and φ ∈ [−π, π) in the non-standard way
. . .
such that the north pole µ has coordinates (0, . . . , 0, −π/2). In fact, we have chosen these coordinates so that w.l.o.g. we may assume that the arbitrary but fixed point p ∈ S m has coordinates (0, 0, . . . , 0, −π/2+ ψ) with suitable ψ ∈ [0, π]. Setting Θ = [−π/2, π/2], defining the functions
we have the spherical volume element g(θ) dθ dφ. Furthermore, we have that
with the two "crescent" integrals
arccos(a )
2 − arccos(−a) 2 = arccos(a) + arccos(−a) arccos(a) − arccos(−a) = 2π π 2 − arccos(a) = −2π arcsin(a) , which has arbitrary derivatives if −1 < a < 1, we have that
for every x ∈ exp −1 µ ( U ) with x = ψ. Consider the derivatives
We can conclude that
We recall F (4) (0) = αVm+1 Vm m−1 m+2 = c m > 0 and that the inequality in (8) is strict for ψ = 0, π, due to 0 < h(θ) < 1 for all θ ∈ (−π/2, π/2) m−1 . Hence we infer that F (ψ) is strictly increasing in ψ from F (0) = 0, yielding that there is no stationary point for F other than p = µ.
A More General Model
For the generalized model we consider here, we cannot make use of the crescent integrals. Therefore, the necessary calculations are somewhat more tedious. We use standard coordinates
Consider a random variable X distributed on the m-dimensional unit sphere S m (m ≥ 4) that is uniformly distributed on L m = {q ∈ S m : θ ∈ [π/2, π − β]} with total mass 0 < α < 1 and assuming the north pole µ = (0, . . . , 0, 1)
involving the squared spherical distance ρ(p, q) = arccos p, q 2 based on the standard inner product ·, · of R m+1 . We can write the Fréchet function as a function of ψ, α and β. To keep the calculations readable, we introduce some shorthand notation
where we will suppress the arguments in the following, and we note
Now the Fréchet function can be written as
.
By straightforward calculation we determine the first 4 derivatives with respect to ψ
For later use we introduce further shorthand notation (using 1
Above, we differentiate under the integral, without considering the validity thereof. Therefore we must show under which circumstances the derivatives with respect to ψ can be interchanged with the integrals over θ and φ.
dφ we can differentiate under the integral in the following sense, for arbitrary integral bounds of the θ-integral
Proof. For the assertion to hold, it suffices to show, that the f j (θ, ψ) are integrable for the respective values of m. Since the numerators can all be easily bounded, the only problem is to bound the denominators under the integrals. Recall that 1 − h 2 = (h ) 2 + s 2 and use
thus we get
Thus we see that these bounds are finite for the required dimensions.
Rotation Symmetric Measures
Since we restrict attention to rotation symmetric measures, we first calculate f 2 (θ, 0) and f 4 (θ, 0). For the following calculations, note that
Using this, we note that
We use shorthand notation I m := π 0 sin m φ dφ and we note that
It is clear that this is positive while 
Again we get a condition for positivity of the fourth derivative
Furthermore, note that f 4 (π/2, 0) = −4 independent of dimension, as can be seen in Figure 2 . It is clear that the above results can be used to describe the behavior of any rotation symmetric measure on S m and one can also see that there is a region of positive second derivative with negligible fourth derivative close to θ = 0 and a region of negative second derivative with positive fourth derivative in the region θ > π/2. This can now be used for some explicit calculations on the model described above.
Local Minimum with Vanishing Hessian
In order to achieve a vanishing Hessian at ψ = 0, we require
This leads to
For a valid probability measure we need 0 ≤ α 0 ≤ 1. Defining the function
the condition α 0 (β) ≤ 1 is equivalent to b m,2 (β) ≥ 0. Let β m,2 the first zero of b m,2 . To see that β m,2 < π/2 note that
It remains to show that α 0 ≥ 0. Using the upper bound for β, we can derive a lower bound for α 0 , namely
In summary, a valid α 0 , such that the Hessian vanishes, exists for π/2 − (π − β) sin m−1 β > 0. Note that this result is valid for all m ≥ 2.
However, the fourth derivative can only be determined for m ≥ 4. We have 
Global Minimum
To show that the local minimum at ψ = 0 is indeed a global minimum at least for some β > 0, we use a Lipschitz argument as follows. Recall that for β = 0 ∀ψ ∈ (0, π] :
To show that we have a global minimum at ψ = 0, we need ∀ψ ∈ (0, π] :
dψ 2 > 0. In order to show this, we prove the following Lipschitz conditions, where α i denotes the α 0 corresponding to β i . 
Theorem 3.4 shows that there is no specific critical density of the probability measure, which has to be present at the cut locus to enable smeariness. This is in stark contrast to the situation on the circle, see Hotz and Huckemann (2015) . In fact, smeariness can even occur, if a neighborhood around the cut locus does not contain any probability mass. This means that the manifold can be deformed to eliminate the cut locus altogether. This means that specific topological properties are not needed for the Fréchet mean to have a smeary asymptotic rate. Instead, the basis for smeariness in the case of higher dimensional spheres appears to be geometric. .
Plugging in δ =

